The and dates to around 146-31 
regrettably so, for this obol series is uncommon at Corinth. On the obverse, the fine young head of Hermes retains much of its high relief, but near the broken edge of the flan only the rim of the petasos tied to his neck remains. On the reverse, the standing ram, sacred to Hermes, is hardly recognizable in the disfigured body that is minus head and feet. Part of a caduceus, however, can still be read above the ram's back, as well as the ethnic to the right, written 4*E downwards.7
Turning next to the Greek bronze of Corinth and then of other cities, the Corinthian Pegasos/Trident count remains high: 92 the gross sum, of which 50 are legible enough to be catalogued below. No new symbols or unusual details appear in this group. No undisturbed or sealed deposits of these coins occurred. A small concentration of Pegasos/Tridents was scattered around-the east side of the Centaur Bath, for example, but the strata were too altered by destruction, clearing, building, and rebuilding to be helpful for chronology.8
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